Freddy’s Rentals

www.freddysrentals.com 818-631-2824

Rules and Regulations:
a) ABSOLUTERY NO STRING COFETTI CRAYONS OR MARKERS allowed inside or near jumper unit. If so, There will be $100
Cleaning fee. No Food Or drinks allowed inside the jumper. If upon pick up Cleaning Is required, a $20 minimum cleaning fee
will be imposed. No exceptions.
b) Everyone must remove his or her shoes before entering the jumper. Absolutely no sharp objects or any other objects that
may damage the unit are allowed inside. Do not hang anything on the jumper’s netting. Do not play with water inside the
jumper.
c) Lessee acknowledges the he /she has been instructed with the handling and safe operating of a jumper unit and fully
understands the safety and operation of it. The lessee agrees to pay to Freddy’s Party rentals $2000 if unit is not returned and
or if is not in good conditions. Be sure that the same person who delivers is the same one to pick up the jumper and / or
equipment. If you have any questions give us a call.
d) The renter has 30 minutes after equipment has been set up to report any previous damage to the jumper and or other
equipment.
e) If the jumper is being set up on the grass, be sure to turn off the, sprinklers and /or sprinklers lines.
f) During rain, do not play on a jumper unit. During periods of high winds that exceed 15 miles per hour, evacuate everybody
from the jumper unit and deflate it.
g) RELEASE OF LIABILITY: PLAY AT YOUR ON RISK. To avoid any neck and or back injuries: flips and hanging from the jumper
are prohibited. Children’s Safety depends upon your personal supervision. Your supervision is absolutely required.
h) Freddy’s Party Rentals is absolutely not responsible for any physical, mental or any other damaged caused by the jumper
unit. The lessee becomes fully responsible of the damaged caused by the use of a jumper unit. The lessee becomes fully
responsible of the safety of their participant.
i) The lesser and all Freddy’s Party Rentals staff are not responsible for any injury occurring to the lessee or any other person
using the jumper unit and the lessee further agrees the leaser and their staff free of harmless against any injury or claims. The
lessee shall indemnify the lesser and staff against any cost incurred due to claims from anyone for attorney fees and related
costs involving the use and return of the Jumper unit, should legal action become necessary.
j) The lessee, hereby voluntary and knowing assumes the risk of participating in this inflatable game. The lessee recognizes that
a physical activity, such as Jumper carries with it the inherent danger of injury. Despite this inherent possibility of personal
harm, he/ she nevertheless wish to participate in this inflatable game.
k) Overall lessee voluntarily and knowingly admits that he/she will not seek legal or equitable relief against Freddy’s Rental and
/or their agents for any consequence whatsoever resulting from any participation in this activity. Lessee fully releases us from
any and all liability.
Special Instructions:
Freddy’s Party Rentals equipment is very reliable; however, should the unit begin to deflate:
1)

2)
3)

Evacuate everyone from the Jumper unit immediately; the motor may have stopped, in which case, check the cord
connection at the outlet near motor and at the outlet from the cord to the wall. Stronger outlets are in the kitchen and
laundry rooms.
If the motor is still running check the air intake on the side of the motor for blockage and check both tubes at the back of
the Jumper unit for snugness.
If the problem persists please call Freddy’s Party Rentals immediately, we are determine to provide you with the best
service. If you feel that the Jumper is not a good condition or clean to your satisfaction, please call us immediately.
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